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Summary 

Expected mean squares in variance components models having populations of finite 

size are shown related to their corresponding values with infir.ite populations. The 

relationship applies uniformly to both nested and crossed classifications, and it is 

the same for both unbalanced and balanced data. 

Introduction 

In variance components models the random effects are usually Hssumed to have 

infinite populations. Finite populations have also been considerE'd: for example, 

Bennett and Franklin (1954), Cornfield and Tukey (1956) and Wilk and Kempthorne 

(1956) discuss them for various cases of balanced data. However, for unbalanced 

data, apart from Tukey's (1956 and 1957) treatment of the 1-way classification, the 

only discussion of finite population models appears to be that of Gaylor and Hartwell 

(1969), who deal in detail with only the 3-1Hay nested classification. In estimating 

the variance components of the model by the familiar method of equating observed 

mean squares to expected values, somewhat tedious algebra is involved in deriving 

the expected mean squares even though the ultimate results amount to making only 

minor adjustments to the expectations under infinite populations. In place of this 

algebra we develop a rule for converting expectations under infinite models into 

expectations under finite models. It applies universally to balanced and unbalanced 

data, and to nested and crossed classifications as well as to mixtures of them. 

Since expectations under infinite populations are already available in the literature, 

the rule provides the change from infinite to finite population models. 

* On leave from Cornell University, 1968-1969. 
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The model is assumed to have factors A, B, ••• , K, with the population of 

effects in the 8-factor having size N8, its effects being ei for i = 1,2, o••' Ne, 

with e having the values A, B, .... , K. As is customary [e.g. Gaylor and Hartwell 

(1969)], it is assumed that the mean of each population is zero, so that 

its variance is correspondingly defined as 

~ 

e A consequence of (1) is that 

and so from (2) and (3) 

e e 
i i' 

Ne 
r: e2 

i=l 
i 

= N8 - 1 • 

Ne Ne 
+ r: r:. a. e., = o 
iIi' 2 2 

= -CN8 - 1)~ • 

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

In the sampling that has taken place in obtaining data it is assumed that the 

finite populations of effects (and errors) in the model have been sampled at random 

vd thout replacement. If e is a sampled value of the 8-effects then, because of (l), 
r 

Ne 
mean ce ) = E(e ) - 1- r: e = o 

r r - N8 i=l i 

and by (2) and (4) 
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var (8 ) 
r 

and similarly, for two sample values 8 and 8 
r s 

cov (8 8 ) = 
r s 

E(8 8 ) 
r s 

8 0 
i i' ---- N 

8 

(6) 

• (?) 

Since the corresponding values of (6) and (?) for infinite populations are a~ and 0, 

respectively, the expected values of mean squares in finite population models are 

not the same as with infinite populations. In either case the expected values are 

linear functions of the variance components; the coefficients of these components 

are determined for finite population models in accord with (6) and (?). 

Suppose l represents the vector of observations, having vector of means ~ and 

covariance matrix V. Then any mean square is a quadratic form in l' ~·~l say, and 

its expected value is 

(8) 

Now analysis of variance mean squares with balanced data, and their analogues with 

unbalanced data, are quadratic forms of the observations such that row rums of Q are 

zero; i.e.~!= 0, where! is a vector of l's. Furthermore,in random models~= ~·1 

and so in (8), ~·~ = ~~~~ = o. Therefore, in considering only expressions of this 

nature, denoted by M, (8) can be taken as 

E(M) = E(~·~) = tr(QV) 

This result is independent of whether the model has finite or infinite populations. 

It therefore holds for both and we write 
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for infinite and finite population models, respectively. Since g is the same in 

both cases the only differences between the two expected mean squares are those 

brought about by using ~F in place of ~m• The exact nature of these differences can 

therefore be ascertained by looking at the manner in which ~00 gets altered to be-

come ~F when changing from infinite to finite populations. The alterations depend 

on results like (6) and (7). 1:Jhatever they are, it is immaterial to (9) \vhether S 

has come from balanced or unbalanced data. In either case (9) holds, and so the 

changes to be made to derive ~F from ~oo will yield EF(M) from Eco(M) whether the data 

be balanced or unbalanced. The discussion and results that follow therefore apply 

equally to both kinds of data. 

Nested Models 

It is opportune to developing the general result to consider three separate 

cases: nested models (consisting solely of nested classifications), crossed-classifi-

cation models (having no nested classifications) and models involving combinations 

of nested and crossed classifications. To discuss nested models we first consider 

a 3-way nested model of factors A, B within A, and C within B. The derivation of 

~F from Vco is then a matter of considering the effect of (6) and (7) on the various 

elements of Vco• First, the 

diagonal elements in ~co are o~ + ~ + ~ + a! 
and by (6) they become 

where N is the size of the population of error terms. Another term is 
e 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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For finite population models the cr2's of (12) \·Jill be changed just as they were in 

(10); but since in ~co' (12) is the covariance between two observations that are in 

the same sub-cell of the data but have different error terms, those error terms in 

the finite population case have a covariance -02/N , in accord with (?). Hence 
e e 

(12) becomes 

Similarly 

~ + a~ in ~co (14) 

is the covariance between two observations that are in the same levels of A and B 

but, within that level of B, they are in different levels of c. Therefore, in the 

~ finite population case this covariance involves -N;1~, as in (?). Hence (14) 

becomes 

in ~F • (15) 

Likewise 

~ in ~co (16) 

becomes 

in ~F (17) 

Also, for the same reason, 

zero elements in ~co (18) 

become 

(19) 
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-1~ From (11), (13), (15), (17) and (19) it is seen that ~F has -NA A in every 

element. Therefore ~F can be expressed as 

(20) 

Now, as already discussed, ~~ = 2 and so 

Therefore in (9) , 

~(M) = tr(~~:F) (21) 

Now in (20), ~F is obtained by subtracting (-~AJNA) from every element in ~F' and 

from (13), (15), (17) and (19) this gives elements of ~F as 

(o2 - ~/NB) + C~ - ~/Nc) + (~- ~/N ) + 02 (22) 
A e e e 

(02 -
A ~/NB) + ca2 - a2;N ) + 

B C C (~- 02/N ) 
e e ' (23) 

(~- ~/NB) + <~ - ~/Nc) , (24) 

(o2 -
A ~/NB) ' (25) 

and zero. (25a) 

These are elements of ~:F· The corresponding elements of ~ro are given in (10), (12), 

(16) and (18); comparing the two sets of elements indicates that ~F can be derived 

from ~ro if 

~) 
A) 

~) 
B) 
~) of ~co is replaced by 
c) 

) 

~) 
e) 

(26) 
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Therefore, because E00(M) = tr(~~oo) as in (9) and EF(M) = tr(~~F) as in (21), making 

the replacements of (26) in E00(M) yields ~(M); i.e. making the replacements of (26) 

in the expected mean squares of an infinite population model yields the corresponding 

expected mean squares of a finite population model. 

The above discussion is in terms of the 3-way nested classification, but it 

clearly extends to any nested model. In general, diagonal element in ~oo is 

the sum of all variance components in the model, , and so by (6) it becomes 

K 
~ (1 - Ne1 )~e in VF ; (10) and (11) illustrate this. 

e=A -
Similarly, every non-zero 

off-diagonal element in ~oo is a covariance between two observations and is a sum of 

certain ~'s of the model, which by (6) become (1 - Ne1)~ in ~F • Furthermore, 

this covariance also contains a zero covariance which by (7) is non-zero in ~F' of 

~ the form -~~' namely the covariance between two levels of the factor nested 

within the submost factor of those whose variances are in the element of ~oo• 

Examples of this are seen in equations (12) through (17). And finally, non-zero 

elements in ~oo are covariances between observations in different levels of the A

factor and so in ~F these covariances are -a2~A' as exemplified in (18) and (19). 

Of course, observations in different levels of the A effect are also in different 

levels of all other effects, but these populations are defined only within the 

factors within which they are nested (and in particular within A), and so only -~A 

enters into this covariance. This is also why only one term of the form -~~ 

arises in each of the other covariance elements of ~F· The replacements indicated 

in (26) for the 3-way nested classification therefore extend readily to any k-way 

nested classification. Furthermore, in (26) we see that in replacing a! by 

~ - cr~B' B is the factor nested within A; similarly in replacing ~ by ~ - ~/NC' 

~ C is the factor nested within B; likewise, in a2C - ~/N where cr2 is the error ,_, e e e 

variance, the error terms can be thought of as being a 'factor' nested within the 

submost subclassification of the model. In this way the replacements of (26) can be 
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generalized. 

Let cp:9 denote the factor rn nested Hithin e, and let N 9 (or N ) be the size ,.. cp: cp 

of the cp-population within each level of the 9-factor -- for each level, the same 

sized population. Then we have the following rule. 

Rule: Expected mean squares in nested classification models with finite populations 

are obtained from their values 1:1ith infinite populations by 

replacing ~ by ~ - cr~cp: 9 , (27) 

where cr~ is the variance component of the factor cp: 9 nested immediately within e. 

Application of this rule means that if expectation of a mean square in the 

infinite population model is 

(28) 

then expectation in the finite population model is 

(29) 

11Jhen the e_ factor has no factor e nested within it then ~ in ( 29) is taken to be 

zero; for example, when 9 represents the error "factor". 

Because the ~-terms in (29) are just the variance components of the model, 

2 just as are the cr8 's, (29) can also be rewritten as 

(30) 

In this case, when the ELfactor is nested within no other factor cp does not exist 

e and so "cr = o, e.g. \-!hen e is the main classification of a nested classification 

it is nested within no other factoro Examples of (29) and (30) are sho1:m below. 
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(30) provides immediate calculation of the coefficients of the ~'s in a finite 

population model. 

General use of the rule requires careful interpretation of what is meant by 

"the factor nested immediately within eu. In the 3-way nested classification, it is 

clear that C is the factor nested vdthin B, and in (27) ~ is replaced by ~ - ~ciNe• 

But, although C ~nested within A (because C is nested within.B within. A), a;_ is 

not replaced by something involving C and B but only by ~ - ~B' because B is 

"the factor nested immediately within A". Furthermore, error terms, already 

described as being a "factor" are, for purposes of the rule, nested within the sub

most sub-classification; e.g., in the above example ~ is replaced by ~ - o!/Ne • 

Several examples of rule (27) are shown in Table 1. To illustrate theiT use, 

suppose in the 3-way nested 

(Show Table 1) 

classification, the data contain b levels of the B factor in each level of A, c 

levels of the C-factor in each level of the B-factor, and n observations in each cell. 

Then in the infinite population model the mean square for the A-factor is 

\rJith finite populations, on making the changes indicated in Table 1, the expected 

value is 

These results are examples of (29) and (30); and (32) is, of course, the familiar 

~ result for finite population given for example, in Bennett and Franklin (1954). 

The importance of (27) Cand hence of (28) and (29)] is, as has been indicated 
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in its derivation, that it applies to unbalanced data as well as to balanced data. 

For example, consider the 3-way nested classification with n .. k observations in the 
l.J 

k'th level of C in the j'th level of Bin the i'th level of A, with a levels of A, 

in the i'th one of which there are b. levels of B whose j'th level therein has c .. 
J. lJ 

levels of c. vJi th infinite populations the expected mean square for B within A is 

given by Anderson and Bancroft (1952, p. 327) as 

where 

2 n .. f .. 
lJo l.J 

and 
a bi c-. 2 
" " "l.J f 
6 6 L.. nijk ij 

i=l j=l k=l 

( -1 -1 )( a a)-1 a with f. . = 11. • - n. L: b. -
~ l.J l.Jo l.oo i=l l. 

On making the replacements suggested in 

Table 1, the expected value for finite populations is 

(35) 

Thus, given (33) for infinite populations, the results (34) and (35) for finite 

populations follow at once; they are examples of (29) and (30). hie note that when 

N is taken as infinite 
e 

E (M) A. a? + °C2('c - 1 B/NC) + ~e F = BB I\ t\ 

the result given by Gaylor and Hartwell (1969). Their other results, and all 

finite population results, follo1t1 similarly. 

e Another illustration from Table 1 is the l-1r1ay classification. 1:Jith infinite 

populations the mean squares MSB (between groups) and MSU (vii thin groups) have 

expectations 
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and E(MSE) = a2 
e 

With finite populations these become the familiar results 

E0·1SB) = n(0A2 - a2jN ) + 02 = 
e e e 

n~ + (1 - n/N )02 
A e e 

(37) 

and 

E(MSE) = 

given, for example, by McHugh and Miekle (1968). They suggest that when (36) leads 

to the estimate 

8~ = (MSB - MSE)/n (38) 

being negative, then assuming a finite population of error terms and using (37) 

might not give a negative estimate; i.e. 

(39) 

might not be negative. This is an interesting suggestion. Ho"1ever, on wri ti:ng 

F = MSB/MSE 

it is easily seen that (39) is positive only when 

N <~ 
e 1-F e 

(40) 

Therefore, to use (39) and have it yield a positive estimate 1t1e must conjecture 

(or have) a value for N that satisfies (40). Now in using (39) when (38) is 
e 

negative, i.e. when F < l, it is clear that (40) provides a positive upper limit 

to N • But this limit 1.-1ill only exceed n appreciably when F (<1) is close to unity. 
e 

Conversely, when F (<1) is close to zero the limit will be close to n, in which 

case the concept of a finite population of N Conly just greater than n) error terms 
e 
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may not be very palatable. Thus the idea of using finite population models as 

alternatives to infinite populations in order to re-calculate variance components 

that would otherwise be negative may have appeal only when F-values are just less 

than unity and not \vhen they are a great deal less. 

General application of rule (27) involves two points: (i) The error variance, 

a2, is always replaced by itself. (ii) Models in which only some populations are e 

finite have infinite N's for the other populations. For example, in most cases an 

infinite population would be assumed for the error terms and so N would be taken 
e 

as infinite. With these two provisos (27) applies to any nested classification 

model, with balanced or unbalanced data. 

The 2-way crossed classification 

In the h1o-way crossed classification with factors A and B, the sampled values 

of the populations of the two main effects, the A. and the B., will both have 
]. J 

properties similar to (6) and (7). Furthermore, defining the population of inter-

action effects in such a way that 

NA NB 

L: (AB) .. = 0 for all j' and L: (AB) .. = 0 for all i (41) 
i=l l.J j=l l.J 

leads to defining 

A B 
L: L: (AB) 

02 :e=l q=l pq 
(42) 

AB = • 
(N A - 1 )(NB - 1) 

This in turn, through an extension of the procedure by which (6) and (?) Here derived 

leads to 
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for i = i 1 and j = j 1 

E[(AB) .. (AB). 1 • 1 ] 

lJ l J 
fori= i' and j ~ j 1 

for i ~ i 1 and j = j ' 

fori~ i 1 and j ~ j' • 

where (AB) .. and (AB)iljl lJ 
are two sample values of the interaction effects. 

To derive ~F from ~ro in this case, consider first the elements of ~roo They 

1r1ill be of five different kinds: 

vl = cl-+ ~+ cl- + cl- = var(y .. k) 
l\. AB e lJ 

v2 = cl-+ ~ + cl-AB :: cov(y. 'k' y. 'k') for k ~ k 1 
A l.J lJ 

v3 = cl- = cov(y. "k' y .. 'k) for j ~ j' (44) 
A l.J l.J 

v4 = ~ = cov(y. 'k' y. I 'k) for i ~ i 1 ; 
l.J J. J 

e.nd v 5 = 0 = cov(y. 'k' y. I • 'k) for i ~ i 1 , j ~ j I . lJ J. J 
Now the model is 

Yl.·J·k = ~ + A. +B. + (AB) .. + e. 'k , 
1. J lJ l.J 

with E(y .. k) = ~. with A., B. and e. 'k being samples from finite populations with 
l.J 1. J lJ 

properties similar to (6) and (7); and the (AB) .. have the properties indicated in 
J.J 

(L~3)o Under these conditions it is not difficult to show that the elements of ~F 

corresponding to those of ~ro are 
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fl = ~(1 - N~1 ) 

f2 = ~(1 - N~1 ) 

f3 = a2(1 - N-1 ) 
A A 

f _a2N-l 
5 = A A 

+ a~(l - N~1 ) 

+ ~(1 - N~1 ) 

a-2 -1 
- BNB 
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+ ~(1 - N~1 )(l - N~l) + a-2(1 - N-l) , 
e e 

+ ~B(l - N~1 )(1 - -1) - ~-1 NB e e 

_ a2 (l _ N-1 )N-1 
AB A B ' 

\rJith a little re-arranging of terms these can be written as 

"' * (~ - ~ /N ) + (~- ~JfNA) + (~AB - a-2/N ) + f = f5 + fl' with fl = 1 A AB B e e 

* * (a2 - o;JfNB) + (~- ~~A)+ (~ - a-2/N ) ' f2 = f5 + f2 with f2 = A e e 

* * (~ - ~ J!N ) f3 = f5 + f3 with f3 = A A B 

* * 
f4 = f5 + f4 \llith f4 = ( (J2 - ~ /N ) 

B AB A ' 

* * 
f5 = f5 + f5 with f5 = 0 • 

(45) 

~ 
e 

(46) 

Since the f's of (45) are elements of ~F' it is clear from (46) that f5 is part of 

* * * every element of ~F and so ~F = f5~!' + ~F where the f 's are elements of ~F • 

* Therefore, because ~ = ~' we have ~(M) = tr(~~F) = tr(~~F) just as in nested models. 

* Furthermore, on comparing (46) with (44) it is evident that the f 's are the v's 

with 

~ replaced by a~ - ~B 

~ replaced by ~ - ~/NA 

~B replaced by ~B - a!/Ne 

~ replaced by ~ , 
e e 

(47) 
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and so ~(M) is E00 (M) after making these same replacements. These are the results 

shm-m in Table 2. 

The general crossed classification 

The 3-way cross-classification model is handled by a natural extension of the 

methods used above in equation (43)-(47) for the 2-way case. The results are shown 

in Table 1. In obtaining them, all three of the two-factor interactions of the 

model behave in the manner of (38), and the behavior. of the three-factor interaction 

is similar, only it has eight different terms in its counterpart of (38), and not 

four as shovm there. The algebraic complexity of the detailed steps is, of course, 

greater than that for the 2-way case shovm above. Furthermore, as Cornfield and 

e Tukey (1956) so rightly say, in carrying out these detailed steps the "systematic 

algebra can take us deep into the forest of notation. But the detailed manipulation 

will, sooner or later blot out any understanding we may have started with". \tJi th 

this \ve vJholeheartedly agree! In addition, having accomplished this we would then, 

so far as developing a general result is concerned, be no more than "ready for 

another step of induction and so on" as Cornfield and Tukey aptly put it. \rJe 

therefore give the general result towards which this induction apparently leads. 

It is simple: in an r-way crossed classification having main effects A, B, ••• , R 

replace the error component 

a2 
e 

by a2 
e 

(48) 

and for the highest order interaction component 

replace by a2 
AB ••• R (49) 

e and for any other interaction or main effect components ~E. • .L' 1tJhere D, E, ••• , L 

is a subset of any 1, 2, ••• , r-1 letters from A, B, ••• , R, 
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DE ••• L 

cl-
DE ••• L 
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n 
e e all main 
effects that 
cross DE ••• L 

(50) 

In this expression ge is an operational function: multiplying a a2 by g 9 adds e to 

the subscript of cr2 and divides the result by N9; e.g., 

Furthermore, multiplication of g's is symbolic, so that 

and 

Using g 9 in this manner, examples of (50) are seen in Table 2. Thus in the 3-\vay 

crossed classification ~ is replaced by 

as shown. 2 Similarly crAB becomes 

These results are, of course, in agreement with those of Wilk and Kempthorne (1956), 

whose subscripted ~·s (pages 977 ~~),ignoring their Q•s, are identical to the 

expressions emanating from (50). Of these expressions 1r1e can say, as do \ofilk and 

Kempthorne, that their "general pattern has been obtained by one or both of the 

present authors for more complex desi~ and situations than we have studied" in 

detail in this paper. The results for some of these situations are shown in Table 2. 

(Show Table 2) 

In addition, as shown in the next section, we have extended this result for crossed 
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classification models to a more general result applicable to models that consist 

of any combination of crossed and/or nested classifications. Some results of these 

are shown in Table 4. 

On some occasions use is made of models that do not include all the interactions 

that could be included; e.g. the 2-way classification without interaction. In this 

case, expectations of mean squares with finite populations are obtained by first 

finding their values vJi th infinite populations with all interactions included, then 

making the replacements as indicated above, and then putting the interaction variancee 

identically equal to zero. For example, in the 2-way classification "~orithout inter-

action, the expected mean square for the A-factor is developed as shown in Table 3. 

(Show Table 3) 

Combinations of nested and crossed classifications 

The rule developed in (27) for nested classifications conforms with (50) for 

crossed classifications. For tp nested within e let htp:e be an operational function, 

similar in nature to g9 of (50) but such that h9 : 9 multiplies only ~ and 

Then the rule (27) for nested classifications is 

replace ~ by ~(1 - htp: e) (52) 

1Pihere 9 is the factor nested immediately v.rithin e. Operationally, the effect of 

multiplying ~ by h is to add rn: 9 to the subscript of o?:.9 and then "cancel" 9:e T 

the Elt s because 9 occurs on the right of the colon in h as "~olell as in the o2; and 

~ to divide the result, ~, by N9 , so giving (51) as the product. The value of this 

description of h9: e \,rill be evident in its general application. 
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It is clear that (52) applies to all factors of a completely nested model. It 

also applies, for crossed classification models, to (48): 

replace rl-
e 

by rl-(1 - h 8) = rl-
e ~: e 

which is (48), this result being so because h~:e = 0 - there are no factors nested 

within the error factor. Similarly, it applies to (49): 

replace rl-
AB ••• R 

by rl- (1 - h ) 
AB ••• R e:AB ••• R = cr2 - rl-;N , 

AB ••• R e e 
(54) 

the term in rJ- coming from the definition (51) in which, of course, 8 is not neces
e 

sarily a main effect but can be, as here, an interaction. Finally, the general 

result (50) can be amended to take account of nested classifications by multiplying 

it by expressions (1 - h~. 8 ) for any factor~ that is the factor nested 
. DE ••• L 

immediately within eDE ••• L' where eDE ••• L is any main effect D, E, ••• , or L, or any 

interaction factor of these main effects. Hence, to cover all combinations of nested 

and crossed classifications, including the error 'factor', (50) is 

generalized as follows. In a model having factors A, B, ••• , R which are nested 

and/or crossed, 

replace cr2 
DE ••• L 

by cr2 rr 
DE ••• L 

e € all main 
effects that 
cross DE ••• L (55) 

\-Jhere cp is the factor nested within 8 • By using e in the subscript of DE ••• L DE ••• L 

h, (55) provides for the error term being a nested factor, as illustrated in (54), 

and in the same 1:1ay it also makes provision for situations in which a factor might 

be nested 1tiithin an interaction of bvo Cor more) other factors. However, nested 

factors are usually nested 1::ithin just single factors and not interactions of them, 

in which case apart from (49), the general result (55) becomes 
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c;2 D 
DE ••• L 6 e all main 

effects that 
cross DE ••• L 

(56) 

Examples of (56) are shovm in Table 4. Illustrations of its use in the first three 

entries of Table 4 are as follows. In deriving them we use the verbal description 

of the h-operation given below equation (52). 

~ is replaced by ~(1 - gA) = ~ - ~B/N A 

c?AB is replaced by c? (1 - h ) - cl- _ c? /N AB P:A - AB PB P • 

Derivation of the other results in Table 4 follows in similar manner. Clearly, 1trhen 

there are no nested factors, h-terms are zero and (55) and (56) reduce to (50) for 

crossed classification models; and v1hen there are no crossed factors g-terms are 

zero and (55) and (56) reduce to (52) and hence to (2?) for nested models. In this 

way (55) - and its slightly simpler form (56) - applies for all models. 

Mixed Models 

The above discussion concerns random effects models, and relates to expectatioP-s 

of mean squares in analyses of variance of balanced data and of "mean squares 11 used 

in the analogous analysis of variance of unbalanced data [Henderson's (1953) Method 

1J, discussed in Searle (1968). In these cases there are no terms in ~ in the mean 
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squareso Similarly, the procedures also apply with mixed models, for mean squares 

that contain no terms in the fixed effects. \r!ith balanced data, enough of these 

always occur in the analysis of variance to estimate the variance components, and to 

these mean squares the rule for changing from infinite to finite populations applies. 

lrJith unbalanced data, the same situation arises in the fitting countants method 

[Henderson's (1953) Method 3J. In this method, as shown in Searle (1968), there are 

always differences between certain residuals that contain no fixed effects and so 

can be used to estimate the variances unbiasedly. To these differences (47) also 

applies. The general procedure (47) therefore has widespread application, to balanced 

and unbalanced data in either random or mixed models. 
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Table 1: Nested Classifications 

Expectations of mean squares under finite populations are obtained from those under 

infinite populations by making the replacements shown. 

1-way 

A 

Replace 

rl- by rl- - rl-/N A A e e 

B within A 

Replace 

B within A, C within B 

Replace 

~by~- oimB 
~by~- ~INc 

rl- by crc2 - c1-/N C e e 

Table 2: Crossed Classifications 

Expectations of mean squares under finite populations are obtained from those under 

infinite populations by making the replacements shown. 

1-way 

A 

Replace 

c1- by a2 - a2 /N A A e e 

2-way 

A and B 

Replace 

~ by ~ - cJ. AJfNB 

~by~- ~J!NA 

clAB by cr2B - a2 /N A e e 

3-way 

A B and C 

Replace 

0~ by ~-cJ. AlflJB-~C/NC+~C/NBNC 

~ by ~-~r/N A -~c/Nc+rl-ABC/N ANC 

~ by ~-~C/NA-~C/NB+rf-ABC/}!ANB 

~ by cl-AB-~c/Nc 

0~c by ~c-crisc!NB 
~C by ~C - ~BC/N A 

a2 by c1- -02/N 
ABC ABC e e 
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Table 3 

Expected mean square for the A-factor in a 2-way crossed classification (b levels 

of factor B in the data, and n observations per cell). 

Model 

Infinite populations, no interaction 

Infinite populations, interaction 

Finite populations, interaction 

Finite populations, no interaction 

Expectation of Mean Square for A 

bn~ + ~ 

bn~ + n0~B + a! 
bn( u2 u2 /N ) + n( oA2B - o2

8 /N8 ) + o2 
A - AB B e 

bnu2A - n~/N + ~ e e e 
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Table 4: Combinations of Crossed and Nested Classifications 

Expectations of mean squares under finite populations are obtained from those under 

infinite populations by making the replacements sho\~. 

2 crossed and 1 nested 

A and B crossed, and P nested within A 

a! by ~ - ~JfNB - a~p + ~JfNPNB 

~by ~ - cr~B/NA 

~B by ~B - ~B/NP 

~by~- ~JfNB 

~B by ~B - a;jN e 

2 crossed and 2 nested 

A and B crossed, P within A 

and Q within B 

A and B crossed, P within A 

and Q v.ri thin P 

a~ by ~ - ~~JA - ~Q + ~c/NANQ 

~B by ~ - ~G('NQ - ~JfNp + ~G('NPNQ 

~B by ~B - ~G('NQ 

rl by~- o2 _/N 
Q Q At{. A 

e o!Q by ~Q - a~G('Np 

cl- by ~ - cl-jN 
PQ PQ e e 

a2 by cf- - cf-/N 
QB QB e e 


